
Perforated
Upholstery Leather
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Perforating leather adds a subtle, contemporary 
pattern to upholstery or architectural products. 
Any Spinneybeck leather may be perforated with 
five standard patterns that play with geometry and 
repetition. This specialty product is available on a 
custom order basis and available in half hides only.

Perforated adds
playful patterning. 
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Pattern 330 Pattern 419 Pattern 457

Pattern Euro MK 153 Pattern Multiple Diamond
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Andes (AD) Cervo (CV)

Ducale Velour (DV)

Hand Tipped (HT)

Antique (AQ)

Ducale (DL)

Alaska (AL)

Distressed (DT)

Amalfi (AF)

Copenhagen (CO)

Cascia (CA)

Derby (DE) España (ES)

Forte (FE)

Embossed Tipped (ET)

Acqua (AU)

Maremma (MM)

Sabrina (SA)

Lucente (LU) Marissa (MA)Lucca (LC)

Rugata (RU)

Riva (RA)

Volo (VO)Umbria (UM)Saddle (SL) Velluto Pelle (VP) Vicenza (VZ)
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Product Perforated (PF)

Content European cowhide

Origin Italy

Standard Patterns 330, 419, 457, Euro MK 153, Multiple Diamond

Perforation Diameter 330: 0.052 in (1.32 mm)
419: 0.052 in (1.32 mm)
457: 0.052 in (1.32 mm)
Euro MK 153: 0.047 in (1.2 mm)
Multiple Diamond: 0.052 in (1.32 mm)

Pattern Density 330: 12 holes per sq in (2 holes per sq cm)
419: 64 holes per sq in (9 holes per sq cm)
457: 25 holes per sq in (5 holes per sq cm)
Euro MK 153: 12 holes per sq in (3 holes per sq cm)
Multiple Diamond: 22 holes per sq in (4 holes per sq cm)

Maximum Size Half hide

Thickness Varies by leather

Weight Varies by leather

Primary Uses Upholstery, wall panels

Industry Varies by leather

Maintenance For finished leathers, wipe with a cool, damp cloth. For tougher soiling, use a pH-balanced soap such 
as Dawn with a 1:10 ratio of soap to water and rinse. Repeat, if needed. Occasional use of Spinneybeck 
Finished Leather Cleaner, Conditioner & Protector is recommended. For naked (aniline) leathers, wipe 
entire surface with a soft cloth and cool water to even out any abrasions or stains. Do not spot rub, 
for it will darken only that area. Occasional use of Spinneybeck Aniline Leather Cleaner, Conditioner & 
Protector is recommended. Other leather cleaners such as saddle soap or household cleaners that may 
contain harsh chemicals, alcohol or ink removers should never be used.

Lead Time Made to order and a 2–4 week lead time will apply

Custom Custom patterns not available

Standard Leathers Available in full color range of each leather below—refer to Color Book or spinneybeck.com/colorbook for 
complete color selection. (Swatches shown to indicate grain texture only.)
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